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Thinking is an action. 
For all aspiring intellectuals, thoughts are the /,aboratory 

where one goes to pose questiom and find answers, 

and the pÛlce where visions 

of theory and praxis 

come together. 2�4 

What makes the phenomenon of di.ffraction o meaningful in new feminist mate

riali t cholar hip? ne key ugge tion is chat, with it, it can b explained how the 

cwo realm chat are till o often aid to be utterly di tant from each other - the

ory and praxis - are never categorically separated entities or realms.255 The con

c pt-phenomenon of diffraction help us to articulate how theorizing is worlding 

in a much as how worlding is theorizing. arrying on earlier work on tandpoint 

epistemologi and ituaced knowledg ,256 and understanding diffraction as a

'" heli hooks, Teadung Criric,:/ lbi11lt111g: Prarrm1l \rïsdom (London and ew York: Rouclcdg , 2010), 7. 
m ne of the foundational texts for what lus bcwme known in the 1.m years as Nrw ( frmmiJf) AfaurittliJm is Kar 11 

Barad's Mutmg the Um1•trst H,1lji;,11y: Q11nnr11m Phpio n11d the E11t,mglm1mf of M,tttrr 1111d Mtn11i11g (Durham .,nd 
London: Duke Univer,i1y Prcss, 2007). In this work, Barad centers the dcvelopmem of the onto epistemologi al 
framework of "agentia! realism" on rhe discussion of the quancum physical two-slit diffraction expcrimem (sec 

peually 97-185). Ihis experiment has heen w,cd to derermine ifligh1 is panide (as cl.1.ssically held by New10n) or 
wave (a cxperimcnt,1Ily shown by Young in 1803), and rh cxpcrimenr r sultcd in the r ognition of the mt,mglrd 
natur of 1h matters at stakc, hcc.rnse "tht 11ntu� of tbr obun•td phmommo11 ch,mgri u•11h cormpo11d111g cl11111g,s 
111 tlu npp11r,mu" ( 106). lh term diffr.Ktion has urfo cd also alrc.1dr c.1rlicr in the fcmini,t context with Donn., 
H.iraw.1y\ di msion of diffracrion as a critkal mol ro cnvision diffcrence(s) diffcrently: not ,15 binarr oppo,ition 
bui as a productivc inrcrfcrence patrern; ef. Donn.1 Harawar, ModrJI \Vimm{, ero11d_Mille1mium.h11111leM,11t _ 
Mrm_ 011coMo"sr· (London and cw York. Roudedge, 1997). for detailcd work with the diffrac1i11n app.uatll\, 
cc auzec's comribution to this volume. 

c Patrkia llill .ollin,, Blatk Femini c îhought: Knowledgc. onscioll\nC\\, .1nd the Politi of Fmpowermcm 
(London .md ew York: Rourledge, 1991 ); Sandra Harding, Who Scicncc? Whose Knowledg ? (lrhaca: orncll 
University Pr , 1991 ); Donna 11,uaway, " ituatcd Knowlcdgc : The 5cicncc ucstion in Fcminism and the 
Privilege of Panial Pmpcccivc." Feminist Studies 14.3 (1988). 
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mechodology for a critical practice "committed to making a difference,"257 Karen 

Barad's "new materialism" stresses arduously chat by following diffraction in the 

quanrum-mode, "knowing, thinking, measuring, cheorizing, and observing are 

material practices of intra-acting wichin and as part of the world."258 Wich Barad, 

chen, ic is essential to stress chat "the point is not simply to put the observer or 

knower back in the world (as if the world were a container and we needed merely 

to acknowledge our situatedness in it) but to understand and take account of the 

fact that we too are part of the world's differencial becoming."259 Accounting for 

Niels Bohr's Gedankenexperiment on diffraction from the early twentiech century, 

Barad's specifically poschuman(ist) discussion brings to the fore chat "being part 

of' is no langer to be chought of in atomistic terms - as, for instance, a smaller 

unit placed wichin a larger unit, or, we, humans, being also part of the (natura!) 

world. 260 Racher, by rigorously understanding diffraction as entanglement in on

to-epistemological terms, "we" (and chis "we" needs to be put in quotation marks 

because it has lost its seemingly natura! delimitation) are always/already entangled 

wich-in the "world" as differential becoming (or "worlding").261 

Now, bringing this conceptual-phenomenal insight of entanglement to the 

very persistent cheory/praxis divide chat tends to dominate many academie dis

cussions, any hierarchical split between the supposedly separate realms of cheory 

and practice can no langer be made from such diffracted/-ing beginnings. lnstead 

257 Donna Haraway, Modest_ Wimcss@ econd_Millennium.FemaleMan©_Meet _ ncoMousc- (London and ew 
York: Roucledge, 1997), 16. 

258 Barad, Muting the Univeru Ha/fo;ay, 90 (emphasis added) . 

"' Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway, 91. 
260 ee Karen Barad, "Po thumanist Performativiry: 1oward and Understanding How Marter om 10 Matter," igns: 

Jouma/ ofWomm in Culture and Society 28.3 (2003): 801-83 l. 
1 The signilicancc of the quantum level i , ro me, very do 10 the more chemically instrucced Dcleuic-Guarcarian 

emphasis on "molecular" thinking; e.g. Deleuzc and Guartari , A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and h/2,ophrmui Il, 
trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: Universiry of Minnesota Press, (1980) 2000). In respect to boch the (physical) 
"quantum" and the (chemical) "molecule," ic is not adequate to assume chat these rcaliti would only be valid for 
what we usually call the realm of the "invisible," i.e. the micro-proc ses, and chat on the macro-level , or what we 
o often pr uppo e as the properly human level , we mu t (or we can) continue working wich eparable unies uch 

as "individual" and "world ." " Ic matters what matter we u ro think other matters with ," Donna Haraway ays 
poignancly in a public address at the Pilgrim Award in 2011 (" F: Science Fiction, peculacive Fabulation, rring 
Figures, So Far," California via Lublin , Poland, July 7, 2011, hrtp://people.u c.edu/- haraway/PilgrimAward.html 
(acccssed April 13, 2015)) , and if we start wirh quantum cnranglemenr, what once was a cacegorical differ nee 
between micro- and macro-processes becomes, at most, an immanent "thre hold" or a question of "degree" (of 
densiry, for example) wirhin the (singular-plural) dis/conrinuous proc sof becoming that i world(ing). fora 
discussion of a polities of (non-)location in new materiali mand situated knowlcdges chat is also very relevant in 
rhis context, sec Peta Hinron, "' iruated Knowlcdg ' and ew Materialism(s): Rethinking a Polities of Location ," 
Women: A ulrural Review 25.1 (2014): 99-113. 
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of assuming thar theory is a process of rejlection on specific practices - where 

practices are seen as part of the world while theory is seen as abstraction from the 

world - in a new materialist framework, theory itself is (always/already) a prax

is, which, rather than "reflecting on," dijfracts (with) other practices in a thinking, 

measuring, and accounting manner. The emphasis on the "new" in new feminist 

marerialisms, therefore, appears appropriare in one specific sense. Ic is not, as 

some discussions would suggesr, thar this "new" should imply a turn away from 

supposedly outworn quesrions (call them culrural or hi torical, language-orient

ed, or even very generally as coming from within the "old humanities") towards 

the inclusion of more marerial and rhus supposedly more scientific matter (such 

as phy ics or chemi rry). 262 And I also do nor want to under tand the "new" 

in new feminist marerialisms as an implication that such "new" scholarship is 

no Jonger interested in critica! investigarion , rhereby losing its politica! force, 

just because proper critique can either only be clone from an ideological-crirical 

perspecrive (Marxist materialism) or because cririque as uch has "run out of 

steam."263 Insread whar can be marked with the addition of "new" in conrempo

rary feminist thinking is our capacity to imagin and work wirh differ nr begin

nings, wirh different "initial condition ,"264 wirh which we rhen can al o a k why 

we "admittedly ... do nor eend co rhink of sign as substantively or omologically 

material."265 What if- chi is whar I would like to uggest in di cu ing tea hing 

wirh n w femini r materiali m - we could make again a "new' femini t laim 

to rak up the challenge of engaging all kinds ofpractices as nzaterial engagements? 

What if we will nor stop hort on the theorerical ide imply be au e in today's 

.l6l Bami bcgins one of her recent :mi I by swing rhar "[d]iffracrion owes as mu h to a thi k leg.1cy of feminist 
rhcoriLing abouc differences .LI it doc.1 to phy i " ("L iffracring Diffranion: uning rogcther- pan," /\m,//a.\ 
20.3.72 (201 î): 168). 1 al10 join Vicki Kirhy in her argument dm "if we look closely ar the work of phy"mt 
Karen Bar.id, che ran1.1li,ing provocation in her ,irgumenc is that she is not challeng111g us co learn physics so that 
we can undcrsund cornple~ity. In tead, what infonm her reworking of in tera tion as 'imr.1-.1uion' is rhc suggc Lion 
dm w ar al ready practiling physi "("lnitial .ondirions," Differmm. A ]01m11,I ofl-"rmmm, rudw 2J .. l (2012)· 
20,j). Fora irnil.ir fo us on the spc:dfic significante of diffr.iction for methodological and pedagogic.11 di,tUS\iom, 
sec also hristina Hughcs and dia Lury, "Re,forning 1-eminisr Mcthodologies: From a Social to .in Lrnlogi .tl 
I-pi ccmology," Ginder 1111d Ed11m11011 25.6 (2013): 786 799. 

1 Se , Bruno Luour, "Why 11.t, ricique Run Ou1 of Sr m?,"' Critiml !11q111ry 30.2 (200 ): 225 ·248. hv<l recent 
spcciJI i suc public11iuns tJkc up 1hcsc concerns for cririque ,1nd politic.:.1 in re,p r f<l new (feminist) nuteriahsc 
schol.irship, se Pcta llinron .ind lri1 v,in der"hun, Spcd.111 suc "l'c111111i t M.ltl rs: îhe l'olitits of ew Materialism," 
W&mm: A Ci,lruml Rmrw 25.1 (201-1), and Birg11 M. Ka her and Kathrin Tuide, Spcci.il lssu "Diffra tet! World, 
- Diffractivc R adings: Onw· Fpi rcmologics and 1hc Critica! l lumanitics," l\mtlli\ 20 . .l.72 (201 ). 

• Kirby, "fnitial ,ondirions." 

,., Vick, Kirby, Q11111u11111 Amhropology: i.,ft ,11 l ,trge (Durham: Dukc Univcrsit)' Pres,, 2011 ), 7J. 
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discursive climate (academie, public, and politica!) we too often assume chat che

ories (as "echico-onto-epistemological"266 frameworks) are needed only in order 

to be applied, racher chan practiced wich-in and amongst ocher practices? 

Re-Turning (to) the Matter of Thinking 

Before I continue my discussion on contemporary feminist cheory and the prac

tices of teaching it in today's academie milieu, I want to draw upon what may 

appear to be an unrelated reference in the context of new feminist materialisms: 

the philosophical work ofHannahArendt. In her investigations into the relation 

of chought and practice more chan half a century ago, Arendt made a very simi

lar claim in respect to the matter(ing) of thinking as practice. When reading her 

Vita activa oder vom tätigen Leben (in English, titled simply 7he Human Condi

tion)267 wich these questions of cheory as practice and chought as action in mind, 

Arendt's specific point in respect to "thinking" in chis historico-philosophical 

analysis is very illuminating (even if clearly written from wichin the Western/ 

European philosophical tradition). In the final part of her analysis, she argues 

chat the major transformation ( Umstülpunr) occurring wich the Modern Age 

(Neuzeit) might not be seen as the actual dechronement of the (pre-modern) 

vita contemplativa - a life guided by contemplation and reflection and oriented 

towards immortality - by the (modern) vita activa - a life determined most 

of all by what we do, work, and labor for wichin the clear delimitations of our 

finite existences. Racher, the true "reversal" chat, at chis moment, is occurring is 

chat thinking itself is fully subjugated to the economical logic of production and 

manufacture (Herstellen). 

Actually, the change chat rook place in the sevemeenth century was more radical than 
what a simple reversal of the escablished traditional order between concemplation and 
doing is apt ro indicate. The reversal, scrictly speaking, concerned only the relationship 
between thinking and doing, whereas contemplation in the original sense ofbeholding a 
truth, was altogether eliminated.268 

266 In Mutmg the Univme Ha!fo,ay, Barad specifies chi rerminology in a list chat explores important aspect of 
diffraction by sming: "erhico-onto-epistem-ology ethics, onrology, epi remology nor cparable" (90). 

267 Sce Hannah Arendt, 7be Human Condition (London and Chicago: The Universiry of hicago Pr , 1958); and 
Vita activa otkr vom tärigm Lebm (München: Piper Verlag, [1967] 2007). 

268 Arendt, 7be Human Condition , 291 . 
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If, as (new) feminist macerialiscs, we are now merely irritated by Arendt's strong 

emphasis on "contemplation" and "beholding of truth" when ic comes to describ

ing thinking, we might miss the most interesting aspect of her argument. We 

rnight forget that Arendt's point here is not to complain (in an idealist, humanist 

manner) about the change occurring in socio-political hierarchies, i.e. chat vita 

activa (doing) accually becomes the dominant practice and thereby replaces the 

privilege of a vita contemplativa (contemplation) in modern times. Instead, what I 

see as far more significant and telling in relation to that question of "what it means 

to think," is Arendt's concention that this modern threshold is accompanied by an 

inherent process in which certain activicies become marked as significant, while 

others - because they are seemingly useles and therefore of no value, just like 

concemplation - are falling out of sight completely. The antique (and much more 

than merely Western) understanding that thinking is contemplation but as a doing, 

an action, a practice, becomes thereby unthinkable as uch and i ub tituted by the 

far too simple opposition of vita contemplativa and vita activa, now both obeying 

the demands of use value and production. In her striving to rehabilitate thinking as 

practice, Arendt end 1he Human Condition with an ancient dictum on the ques

tion of thinking and, as her reader know, she stay preoccupied wich chis a peet 

of acting and/as thinking in her work to come.269 o much so chat in her Report 

of Eichmann in ]erusalem, wricten in 1963, he most provocacively argues chat ic 

is precisely the incapacity and unwillingne "to think" (taken a an inevitably al 

ejfective doing) chat becomes the hocking cruth of "the banality of vil."270 

After chi hi torical digre ion, let m now come back c the pr ene mo

ment. In what follow , I furth r elaborate that my intere t in working wich-in the 

l b• The final paragraph of !he H11man 011ditio11 reads: "For if no ocher te r bur the experience of b ing ,tctivc, no 
other measure hut the extent of sheer a uvuy were to be .1pplied to rhe various activities widun the l'itt1 l1Cfll'II, it 
mighr w Il be chat thinking as such would urpas th mall. Whoever ha, any cxperience in this matter will know 
how right ato w when he said: 'Numq11,1m se p/111 agtrt' q1111m nihil, n11mq11llm m11111J so/11111 mt q11am cum 10/111 
met ever i he more active chan when he does norhing, never i, he I alone than whcn he i by him elf'" 
(Arendt, 325). 

210 
• e Hannah Arendt, Eichmllnn III Jemsalm1: A Report 011 the Banaliry of f.i,i/ (New York: Pcnguin Press [ 19(1.'I] 

2006). Aftcr the di mrbing publi rcc:epcion of th1 claim, Arendt conrinucd to work on this ethic:ally (.111d chcrefore 
politically) s1gnilicanc qu tion of what ir mcans to think. ·ce for example her leuure "Some Qu rion of Mora! 
Philo ophy" in ooal Rmarch 61 . (199-l): 739 76 , which c.111 also he read ,u. a r ponse ro her criti · from th 
Eichmann trial book, ll1e I ,ft of the Mmd, chat devot the fir t volume to "thinking" (D,u Dmkm); s Hannah 
Arendr, T1u I ,ft of the Mind {New York: Har ourt Ine., [ 1971] 1978). For che use of ",t/effecrive" - i.e. folding 
togecher "a/li u" and "effe r" in a pinoóan manner in wh ich an effect i produced via th c1paciry to affect and be 
affected, ce my dis u, ion of an "ethiQ ofbecoming" in K.uhrin 'Thide, 71u ll1ougbt of Btcoming: Gillrs Drleuui 
Pottm of lift (Berlin and Zurich: Diaphan 2008). 
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thought horiwn of new feminist materialisms in contemporary feminist theory 

courses, and also the challenge of doing so, is a twofold endeavor. On the one 

hand, I see in new feminist materialisms another promising conceptual practice 
for different initial conditions and, therefore, for different stories to be told - a 

possibility that I, as a feminist, still regard as urgently needed in our contempo

rary world. And on the other hand, to expose students to such theoretically chal

lenging possibilities and to encourage them to learn about how nature/culture, 

subject/object, and theory/practice are "cuc-together-apart,"271 for me continues 

the transformative potential that feminist theories stand for, as such. As a genre 

- and I join here in Elizabeth Grosz's evaluation - feminist theory always aims 

to bring abouc change: 

In addressing the quesáon, 'What is feminist cheory?', we are primarily addressing the 
question what ic is to chink differently, innovatively, in terms chat have never been devel
oped before, about the most forceful and impressive impacts chat impinge upon us and 
chat thinking, concepcs, and cheories address if not resolve or answer.272 

From-with-in feminist new materialisms, we are able to not only a/effectively 

acknowledge that subject-object-relations are encangled- understood in Barad's 

terminology as "incra-action," that is, not assuming existing entities before the 

entanglement icselP73 - but we can also create a toolbox with which the order

ing framework of theory and praxis, still too ofcen hierarchically split, is attuned 

in our (feminist) (research) practices.274 The misleading presupposicion chat the 

concepts, ideas, or knowledges we use are "above" the analyses and object we 

investigate at (and as) a concrete moment, i.e. the assumption chat chey are ab

stractions from, or transcendental reflections on, the world we live in, can there-

,. , Karen Barad, "Quantum Encanglcmcnts and Haumological Relations of lnheritance: Ois/cominuitie , pacd ime 

Enfoldings, and Juscice-to-Come," Derrida Today 3.2 (2010): 240-268. 
272 Elizabeth Gros1., &coming Undone: Darwinian Reflect,ons on Lift, Polina, and Ari (Durham and London: Duke 

Univcrsicy Press, 2011), 77. 

173 cc again Barad, Muting the Univme Halfway. 

m That cheory and practice are not separatcd is, of course, one of the most originaJ fcmini t daim such, and 1hus 
in no way unique to new femini c materialist work.s. Yet, ic is apt to arguc, and ccrcainly not coincidencal, chat 
ic is again conccmporary ftmmut theory chat rcminds us of chi ncccssarily politica/ dimcn ion in cvcry sciemific 
endeavors, in a time whcn a return of sciencific po itivi m (be ic in re peet to quancicacive data analysis or a hyper
attcntion co whac is called "cmpiricaJ realicics") cannot be di puced. Unforcunately, 1 also sec parts of feminis1 
studies in danger of what I want to call "che empirical trap," when more and more academie di cu ion , journal , 
and/or cvents are hascily rcsponding co the demand to be applicable racher chan allowing chem elv to continue 
asking new qucstion and telling new storics. 
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by be transfarmed into a constellation that is always/already theoretico-practical. 

To think- to learn to analyze and practice an argument - is a doing that needs 

to be accounted far. Looking back to Arendt's considerations and connecting 

them to Grosz's "Dream far New Knowledges," feminist theory might even be 

a most a/effective practice, able to impinge on the (deadlocked) systemic farces 

of today's socio-politica! realities, which, very similar to Arendt's times, are still 

(if not even more so) driven by the logies of use and consumption, i.e. by purely 

economical concerns. 275 

1hink-Practici.ng New Feminist Materialisms in the Classroom 

In working with and teaching new feminist materialisms in feminist theory das -

es, the somewhat difficult theoretica! corpus that most authors expo e us to in 

this tradition, therefare, fulfills a very necessary function. It farces us to (again) 

learn how to practice theory- an always difficult and neces arily time-consuming 

(i.e. contemplative) task, yet one that, in it praxis, becomes tran farmative. 276 By 

learning to practice theory as action, a learning that also encompasses unlearning 

the habit of merely using concepts and theoretica! categories on a represenra

tional level, contemporary feminist theory becomes again a place where to al o 

find effective trategies and tool (as "weapons"m) to counteract the dominant 

discur ive climate that "there is no alternative." 1h e claim ar too often em

ployed as rhetorical rrategy to di credit faundational re earch who c "practical 

impact" cannot easily be measured.278 

And yet, ther i more to be said wh n uch an affirmativc ge ture toward 

a p cific "acadcmi lab ]" or "theory" i made as boch thinking and c a hing 

horizon. For th above could still roo asily be misunder rood a a claim chat 

m Fora rcson.uing analy i of chc problcm of privariz.ttion, apnali,.1tio11, .rnd growing compcricivcne s in the "new" 
univcrsity, and, more gcnerally, the whol .1c.1demic milieu coday, s H.mna MciBncr's contribuuon to this volume. 

1'6 Sec, for .in example, the chaptcr of 'van der l'uin and Dolphijn in this volume, whcrc co1Kcp1 tcscing in che d.iss• 
room bcwmes also rran fonnacive praxis. 

rosz, Brcomi11g U11do11e, 76. 

• lking ernploycd at a Dut h re arch univ r icy, 1 cannot ovcrst.ue the ,h.tngc that the echcrlands' research 
profiling ha.s undc:rgonc in rhis regard during th la. r year . lo provide one spe ific cxarnpk: going back onl . ,1 few 
years, ~ dernic gram appliwtions still cxplicicly have asked for thc:oreti al ernbedding of research. fod.1y, not only 
has "rnethodology" rcplaced chi rhcorecical and/or conccpmal orpu in su h applicaciom, hut also dim nsmns 
such as knowledgc utiliz ·uion and knowledge valori,..11ion (quantifiable .ind appli ablc "co th bro.ider public") 
have grown immenscly in respect co the evaluation of a · demic re arch projecrs. 1har thi i not Durch practice 
alone can al,o bes n in rhe new re c.uch profiling of the Furopean Union Horizon 2020. 
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new feminist materialist scholarship surpasses other (feminist) approaches in the 

endeavor "to think differencly," and thar teaching feminist theories today means 

to correct chose other endeavors from a new feminist materialist perspective. 

Ic could be interpreted as an assumption chat in teaching I aim at yec another 

("new") conceptual framework, one chat provides us again with a solid theoreti

cal toolbox chat then can lead us safely into practical applications, only this time 

from a new feminist materialist point of view. In order not co be misunderscood 

in these ways, and before I conclude my contribution - which indeed can be 

read as a rehabilitation of theory and thinking as practices chat matter subscan

tially with-in-for this world and chat therefore need sufficient time and specific 

curricular spaces in which thinking can be taught and learned as such a prac

tice - I want co address some aspects chat should be kept in mind in order co 

counter the above suspicions. As Kirby has formulated it in her article on "Initia! 

Conditions," from which I have quoted earlier, the "cantalizing provocation"279 of 

new feminist materialisms (in Barad's, but also in other scholars' work) might not 

lie in a mere move toward new areas for our (feminist) studies, for example now 

involving physics, chemistry, or biology as (theorecical) cools to work with (i.e. 

enhancing our interdisciplinarity). Rather, it is a specific methodological claim 

chat is made here; a diffractive methodology chat new materialist approaches sug

gest, in which what subject matters we engage with is (immanencly) entangled 

with how we account for them. Tuis is the provocation of "intra-action," or the 

claim chat "we are already practicing physics," as Kirby writes. What seems cru

cial in this argument in respect co contemporary academia is chat even if current 

quests for interdisciplinarity are so virulent, they will remain un acisfactory if 

they merely mean engagements chat comprise questions from "beyond" the lim

its of one's own field of srudy. Por example, a mere turn to the natura! science 

from a humanities point of view will not do (and never has done) the work chat i 

needed in order to transform and transgress limited mono-di ciplinarity. Racher, 

it is the questions themselves, it is the ethico-onto-epi temological approaching 

of the issues at scake chat are (co be) transformed within such inter-, or better 

even, intra-disciplinary engagements in order for them "co matter." Ic is precisely 

in such processes of diffractive transformation chat I see the capaciry co pra ti 

thinking differencly to be of such great significance. 

27'1 Kirby, "Initia! Conditions, 204. 
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To concretize this still a little further: if, for instance, the issue of ecology 

for many good reasons currently enters a lot of contemporary feminist work, such 

engagements should not confine themselves to the task of only asking questions 

about climate change, the anthropocene, or environmental pollution.280 What is 

asked in diffractive engagements is, instead, the transformation of how and what 

d d " 1 " " 1· h " " th " b I we even un erstan eco ogy, c unate c ange, or wea er to e. t means 

re-working established (theoretica!) frameworks, splits, and categorical orderings 

chat have so far determined research into these questions. 28 1 Such an emphasis on 

what can also be called "thick" engagements is explicit in UCSC's Women's Stud

ies collaboration, co-initiated by Karen Barad, with the Division of Social Sci

ences, Engineering School, and the Division of Physical and Biologica! Sciences 

in The Science & Jus- tice Research Center (Colfaboration Group). Their Science & 
Justice Training Program (SJTP) , established across these academie disciplines, 

is not merely about mixing faculty, research themes, and approaches in graduate 

studies education at one Californian State University campus. Rather, as can be 

read in their presentation, "SJTP graduate fellows are provided with fellow hip 

funding and faculty mentorship chat supports them co explore questions of ethics 

and justice as they arise in their research."282 The students, and this is one of the 

project's explicit teaching goals, are to learn chat "ethica! and social justice i sues 

cannot be known in advance buc must be explored in each project individually; 

students learn by doing ... try ching out chat might not work, labor through 

frustrations and feel the freedom to do uncercain and experimencal work."283 

The consequences from uch intra-disciplinary engagements are foundational. 

They both contribute to a "slow cience" and they promise mor complex re uit 

in which time to think - to wonder, question, and run up again r a wal) - i 

one practice amongst others, and needs co be given time to be pracciced. 

180 The emcrgcn e of rhe usage o f rhe (geological) termino logy of "anthropo ene" in academie scholarsh ip is very 

recem , and ir functions urrencly .is an umbrella rerm ro bring cogether s holarship fro m diver e d isciplines chat 
invescigace into "our" {posc)human(ist) conditio n . 

181 ee e.g. Astrid Neimanis and Rachel Locwen Walker, " Wcachering: limace hangc and the ''lllick Time' of 

Transco rpo rali cy," Hypatin: A }ournn/ /or Feminist Phiwsophy 29.3 (201 4). 1 his art icle builds o n a numbcr of new 

fe min i t m.u crial ist au thors such as Alaimo, Barad , o lcbrook, G ro z, and Tuana, whose t ransvers.tl cheo recico
pra tical engagcmems should be sccn as implied in this reference. Fo r an engagement wich "wca1herin g" ,l.l ,1 
cheoreri o-practicaJ (cea hing} coo l, sec also Neimani 'ch,1prer in th is book. 

281 Science & Justic · Research enre r ( o llabo rnrion G roup), "Experimencs in ollaboration : lnterd isciplinary 
Graduatc Educacion in S icncc and Ju rice," PLO Biowgy 11.7 {201 ): 1. 

lBl ience & Juscice Research Center ( ollabo racio n roup), "Experiment in ollabo rario n," 2. 
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To have the time to practice thinking as action again within the university 

from undergraduate to graduate level and beyond, this might be my dream for 

new knowledges. A strong alliance between the traditions of (feminist) critica! 

thinking, which as "practical wisdom" - to use the terms ofbell hooks- "calls 

for initiacive from everyone, actively inviting all scudencs to think passionately 

and to share ideas in a passionate, open manner,"284 and concemporary new fem

inist materialisms, which provide new answers for how to teach, chink, and do 

differencly whatwe have "in front of us," makes me hopeful that we will not lose 

chis specific capacity - thinking - to (en)act (in) chis world. 
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